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“When we revised our strategic plan, it became clear that we needed 
to improve our ability to recruit for key strategic service lines. These 

recruitments would need to be high-quality providers that we would 
not have had a direct connection to. This led us  to outsource our key 

strategic recruitments to a market leader like AMN Healthcare.” 

Claudio A. Capone, FACHE 
Regional VP of Strategic Planning and Business Development

Trinity Health Of New England Improves Recruiting Process, 
Leadership Structure and Candidate Satisfaction through 
Partnership with AMN Healthcare Leadership Solutions
Healthcare systems face unique physician and leadership recruiting challenges today and having the right 
solutions-based partner is imperative to be successful in an everchanging healthcare landscape.  Old systems 
of recruiting on an ad hoc basis are outdated. Not having complete leadership teams leaves you open to a 
multitude of issues. A more comprehensive, strategic approach is needed that leverages national resources 
uniquely capable of addressing your needs and providing multiple service solutions through a strategic 
partnerships approach.  

TRINITY HEALTH OF NEW ENGLAND’S CHALLENGE

That’s why Trinity Health Of New England (THOfNE) reached out to AMN Healthcare in late 2019. They had 
identified gaps in their recruitment approach and knew they needed to partner with an experienced industry 
leader to evaluate their processes and help them improve their teams. Specifically addressing how they were 
recruiting, reporting out data and being accountable to key performance indicators – and then retaining  
their talent. 

As COVID-19 continued to disrupt life, a secondary need grew to adapt to their environment – virtual 
interviewing. Conducting virtual interviews was not something the THOfNE team had been doing prior to 
COVID-19. They needed guidance on best practices and interviewing checklists with tips to successfully conduct 
virtual interviews provider to provider. 

And lastly, the THOfNE team realized they needed to revamp and expand their medical group leadership team. 
With a constantly shifting environment and their mission to their communities, they knew they had to broaden 
their view from a hospital-based focus to a structure with regional service lines. 

https://www.amnhealthcare.com/
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THE PARTNERSHIP

When the partnership began, in early 2020, THOfNE was seeking advisory services to address their internal 
recruitment process. THOfNE had an internal recruitment team that was very effective at recruiting providers 
and while they were meeting providers’ needs, they were sourcing from many of the same pools as their 
competitors and they wanted to be smarter and more aggressive in the marketplace. 

After assessing their internal processes, the AMN Healthcare team offered up multiple solutions. The results 
of these process changes made a big impact. Data analysis showed a 25% reduction (4 days) from the time a 
candidate application was received until the interview was scheduled. Similarly, they also saw a 29% reduction 
(9.4 days) from submittal to interview day.
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Within the first year, the AMN Healthcare team successfully placed 38 providers for THOfNE, including advance 
practice, physician leaders, and telehealth providers – all amid a pandemic. 

The AMN Healthcare team also set up weekly trends reporting, virtual interviewing tips and skills checklist tools, 
onboarding plans, established new reporting metrics, and sent out a confidential and custom survey to gather 
information from candidates on working for THOfNE. Because while interviewing for the right candidate is a 
huge responsibility, so is retaining those talented providers to continue to serve your communities. 

From that confidential survey, results showed that in 2020 overall satisfaction among 
THOfNE candidates rose from 73% to 90%

The partnership was so successful that what started as a one-year contract expanded into three years, and 
has grown from a recruitment staffing need to a fully integrated leadership solution advisory plan. As the 
relationship continues to grow, THOfNE is adding to their medical group leadership team with new service line 
leaders and integrating in permanent and interim leadership staffing solutions as well. 

AMN HEALTHCARE’S LEADERSHIP SOLUTIONS

Identifying exceptional leaders for demanding healthcare organizations requires the personal attention of 
dedicated executive leadership search consultants. The AMN Healthcare Leadership Solutions team is made up 
of tenured, former senior healthcare executives who have established career-long relationships with executives 
across the country. 

Those relationships, combined with direct experience and knowledge, are how our team can help you find 
leaders who are the right fit for your culture and prepared to take on today’s vibrant healthcare landscape. 

To learn more, contact us at  
leadershipsolutions@amnhealthcare.com 
781.591.3729

“With the support of AMN, THOfNE did not lose time,  
focus, and momentum with its recruitment strategy.” 

Claudio A. Capone, FACHE 
Regional VP of Strategic Planning and Business Development
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